Choose the Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence.

1. If you bring a note from home, it is ________________ to leave school early.
   - tangible  permissible  tangible  permissible

2. My little sister is so ________________ that she will believe any story you tell her.
   - sustainable  sustainible  gullible  gullable

3. Mom wrote my name on the tag inside my tee shirt with ________________ ink.
   - indelible  reproducible  reproducible  indelable

4. The art teacher loved Juan’s drawing and said it was ________________.
   - feasible  remarkible  remarkable  feasible

5. Vegetables are ________________, so they will spoil if you don’t keep them in the refrigerator.
   - washable  perishible  washable  perishable

6. The ________________ trip to the amusement park included exciting roller coasters and delicious food.
   - combustible  combustable  memorable  memorible

7. Finishing my assignments during class is ________________ to finishing them at home.
   - preferable  plausible  plausible  preferible